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Abstract23

A new Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow (FNPF) numerical model has been24

developed for the simulation of nonlinear water wave problems. At each time25

step, the mixed boundary value problem for the flow field is spatially discre-26

tised by Finite Volume Method (FVM) and the kinematic and dynamic free27

surface boundary conditions are defined in a semi-Eulerian-Lagrangian form,28

which are used to update the wave elevation and velocity potential on the free29

surface. In the numerical model, waves are generated through a relaxation30

zone and absorbed by an artificial damping zone at the inlet and outlet of the31

numerical wave tank (NWT), respectively. Instead of a five-point smoothing32

technique, a more versatile fourth-order technique is developed to eliminate33

the possible saw-tooth instability at the free surfaces. Test cases of increasing34

complexities, such as wave generation and absorption, 2- and 3-Dimensional35

wave shoaling, and wave-cylinder interaction are simulated to assess its accu-36

racy, convergence, and robustness. For all the cases considered, satisfactory37

agreements of free surface elevation and wave-induced forces against the ex-38

perimental measurements and other existing numerical results are achieved.39

The developed numerical model fully utilises the existing functionalities in40

OpenFOAM and has the potential to provide an effective alternative to other41

FNPF based models for constructing a hybrid numerical wave tank model42

through its coupling with the multiphase flow models in OpenFOAM.43
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shoaling, Wave-structure interaction46

1. Introduction47

As a challenging and longstanding scientific problem in coastal, ocean,48

and offshore engineering, the development of an accurate, efficient, and ro-49

bust numerical model for wave-wave and wave-structure interactions has been50

the ultimate goal of computational hydrodynamics. For non-breaking water51

waves propagation and transformation in the areas from deep offshore water52

to shallow water, Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow (FNPF) numerical models53

can provide sufficiently accurate solutions to practical engineering problems.54

55

In the past decades, substantial progress has been made in applying the56

fully nonlinear potential flow theory for wave-wave and wave-structure inter-57

actions. Various conventional discretisation methods, such as Boundary Ele-58

ment Method (BEM), Finite Element Method (FEM), and Finite Difference59

Method (FDM), have been adopted to provide accurate solutions to poten-60

tial flow problems. Whilst FDM (Bingham and Zhang, 2007; Engsig-Karup61

et al., 2009) as used in OceanWave3D and FEM (Wu and Eatock Taylor,62

1994; Wu et al., 1998) solve a sparse linear equation system resulting from63

the discretisation of full computational domain, BEM requires the represen-64

tation of boundaries including free surfaces only, leading to the formulation65

of the boundary integral equation in association with the Green’s function66

and the formation of a full asymmetric matrix (Celebl et al., 1998; Bai and67

Eatock Taylor, 2006; Eatock Taylor et al., 2008; Bai and Eatock Taylor, 2009;68

Bai et al., 2014; Hannan and Bai, 2015; Ning et al., 2015). By extending a69

2-Dimensional (2-D) FNPF model (Grilli et al., 1989), Grilli et al. (2001)70

further developed a 3-Dimensional (3-D) FNPF model based on higher-order71

BEM. It was demonstrated that the high-resolution regridding approach used72

in the 3-D BEM FNPF model can be applied to simulate the highly non-73

linear process of overturning breaking waves (Guyenne and Grilli, 2006).74

In order to improve the efficiency of this 3-D FNPF model, Fochesato and75

Dias (2006) incorporated the Fast Multipole Algorithm (FMA) to substitute76

matrix-vector product operations and prevent the formation of influence ma-77

trix. By reducing computational complexity from O(N2) to nearly O(N),78

this 3-D BEM based FNPF model with FMA considerably improved com-79

putational efficiency of the higher-order 3-D BEM FNPF model and allows80
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for large-scale parallel computing. In the meantime, further improvements81

to the FEM based solvers have also been made. Ma et al. (2001a,b) im-82

plemented an extrapolation scheme for boundary cells to improve the FEM83

solution and applied the model to investigate the interactions between waves84

and a fixed cylinder. The FEM FNPF model was further extended using85

the Quasi Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach (QALE-FEM) (Ma and86

Yan, 2006), which adopts unstructured mesh and avoids mesh regeneration87

at every time step. The developed code was applied to investigate 2-D (Yan88

and Ma, 2007) and 3-D (Ma and Yan, 2009) wave interaction with floating89

structures, demonstrating its capability in accurately capturing 6 Degree of90

Freedom of body motions.91

92

In addition to the conventional discretisation methods, several alterna-93

tive efficient or high-order discretisation methods have been proposed with94

less spatial representations, such as Harmonic Polynomial Cell (HPC) in Shao95

and Faltinsen (2014), Spectral Element Method (SEM) in Engsig-Karup et al.96

(2016) and Engsig-Karup and Eskilsson (2019), High-Order Spectral (HOS)97

model in Ducrozet et al. (2006) and Ducrozet et al. (2016), and spectral98

boundary integral method in Wang and Ma (2015) and Wang et al. (2016).99

The σ-coordinate transformation is another commonly applied technique to100

deal with the change of the computational domain due to the movement101

of free surfaces, which has been implemented in FEM, FDM, and SEM in102

Cai et al. (1998),Turnbull et al. (2003), (Bingham and Zhang, 2007), and103

Engsig-Karup et al. (2009, 2012, 2016). An extensive comparative study of104

high-order FDM and pseudo-spectral HOS method Ducrozet et al. (2006)105

demonstrated that given the same level of solution accuracy the pseudo-106

spectral HOS method presents better computational efficiency for cases of107

long-distance wave propagation. Although high computational efficiency can108

be achieved using σ-coordinate transformation, one potential difficulty asso-109

ciated with the method lies in the handling of the potentially complex geom-110

etry when simulating wave interaction with floating structures. To overcome111

this, an overlapping body fitted mesh was introduced in Amini-Afshar et al.112

and the concept is rather similar to the overset meshing technique (Chen113

et al., 2019b). As the majority of work on the FNPF models was based on114

the Mixed-Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) method or semi-Eulerian-Lagrangian115

method, in which the mesh is updated at every time step, another feasible116

solution to deal with the interaction between waves and semi-submersible117

or fully submerged floating structures is to develop FNPF models based on118
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MEL with aforementioned high-order discretisation method (Engsig-Karup119

et al., 2019; Engsig-Karup and Eskilsson, 2019).120

121

It is well known that the FNPF models fail to correctly simulate post-wave122

breaking flows and violent wave impact on structures where the effects of fluid123

viscosity including flow turbulence may become important, although it is pos-124

sible to apply them to model initial wave overturning process (Grilli et al.,125

2001; Yan and Ma, 2010; Song and Zhang, 2018). On the other hand, the126

open source package OpenFOAM, which is based on the NS-VoF models and127

capable of modelling complex wave structure interaction problems, has be-128

come increasingly popular. Wave generation and absorption techniques, such129

as Jacobsen et al. (2012), Higuera et al. (2013, 2015), Mart́ınez-Ferrer et al.130

(2018), and Chen et al. (2019a), have been integrated into the interFoam131

solver in OpenFOAM and the models have been applied to simulate vio-132

lent wave impact on ocean and coastal structures under extreme conditions133

(Paulsen et al., 2014b; Lin et al., 2016, 2017, 2020). However, compared to134

FNPF models, the computational costs of these solvers are still very high135

and inherent numerical damping in the solution may lead to energy loss in136

waves travelling over a long distance. This has led to the development of137

one-way or two-way coupled FNPF and NS-VoF models (Guignard et al.,138

1999; Paulsen et al., 2014a; Yan et al., 2019), as well as coupled FNPF and139

meshless/particle models (Sriram et al., 2014), with the premise that wave140

generation/propagation and wave/wave interactions over a large portion of141

the domain can be modelled by an efficient FNPF solver while the local142

complex fluid-structure interactions can be resolved by NS-VoF or mesh-143

less/particle models.144

145

As FVM is the discretisation method adopted in OpenFOAM, the devel-146

opment of a 3-D FNPF numerical model based on FVM which can be coupled147

with NS-VoF solvers within the framework of OpenFOAM provides a number148

of advantages. For examples, all the advanced features and functionalities of149

OpenFOAM can be fully utilised when developing the new numerical model,150

including mesh generation, advanced discretisation schemes and OpenMPI151

for parallelisation. Furthermore, compared to other hybrid numerical wave152

tank models based on different numerical discretisation methods, program-153

ming languages and code development environments a FVM based FNPF154

free surface model can provide a seamless linkage to the existing NS-VoF155

models in OpenFOAM with the potential to achieve better code accuracy156
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and efficiency. Earlier work along this line e.g. Mehmood et al. (2015, 2016)157

has been focused on 2-D wave only problems and suffers from numerical in-158

stabilities for long time simulations. In the present work, a new 3-D FVM159

based FNPF free surface solver has been developed. This is achieved through160

implementing kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions at free surfaces161

and wave generation and absorption techniques based on linear and high or-162

der wave theories. To maintain the numerical stability of the solver a new163

smoothing technique applicable to both structured and unstructured meshes164

is proposed and implemented. A number of test cases have been used to val-165

idate the developed solver including wave generation and propagation in 3-D166

tanks, wave shoaling over 2-D and 3-D slopes, and wave interaction with a167

fixed cylinder, demonstrating its ability to accurately and efficiently capture168

highly nonlinear water waves and their interaction with structures. In the169

following sections, the mathematical formulation of the method is firstly out-170

lined which is followed by the details of numerical implementation including171

both kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions using the semi-Eulerian-172

Lagrangian approach and Fourth-Order Damping Correction scheme to elim-173

inate sawtooth instability. Then, the numerical solutions from the current174

solver for a number of test cases are presented and validated against existing175

numerical and experimental data. Finally, key conclusions from the present176

work are given along with a brief plan for the future work.177

2. Mathematical formulation178

Under the assumption that the fluid is incompressible, inviscid and flow179

irrotational, the potential flow theory is adopted here to simulate the fully180

nonlinear water waves. In a computational domain with a Cartesian co-181

ordinate system defined, still water surface is located in the xz-plane and182

the y-axis points vertically upwards, as shown in Figure 1. The governing183

equation is given as follow:184

∇2φ = 0 (1)

where φ is the velocity potential. To formulate the boundary value prob-185

lem for water wave problems, the kinematic and dynamic boundary condi-186

tions are satisfied on free surface:187

∂η

∂t
=
∂φ

∂y
− ∂φ

∂x

∂η

∂x
− ∂φ

∂z

∂η

∂z
(2)
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Figure 1: Sketch of the numerical wave flume.

∂φ

∂t
= −gη − 1

2
∇φ · ∇φ (3)

where η is wave elevation, g is gravitational acceleration, and t is the188

time. It should be noted that the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2) and (3)189

are presented in the Eulerian description. However, in the simulation of fully190

nonlinear wave problems, the free surface boundary conditions need to be sat-191

isfied on instantaneous moving boundary surface, leading to the introduction192

of the well-known Lagrangian description of the free surface boundary condi-193

tions. In present study, a semi-Lagrangian method is adopted, in which the194

total derivative δ( )
δt

in the Lagrangian description is constructed by following195

a point on the free surface moving with a prescribed velocity Um ,196

δ ( )

δt
=
∂ ( )

∂t
+ Um · ∇ ( ) (4)

When a point on the free surface is only allowed to move vertically, the197

prescribed velocity becomes Um = (0, ∂η
∂t
, 0, ). In addition, Eq. (2) is rewrit-198

ten into an equivalent form in terms of the fluid particle velocity at the free199

surface U η and the unit normal vector of the free surface n (Mayer et al.,200

1998), as they are readily available as part of the output at each time step201

in OpenFOAM. So, the fully nonlinear free surface boundary conditions in202

the semi-Lagrangian form can be expressed as follows:203

204

δη

δt
=

U η · n
ny

(5)
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∂φ

∂t
= −gη − 1

2
∇φ · ∇φ+

∂η

∂t

∂φ

∂y
(6)

where ny is the vertical component of the unit normal vector n .205

206

Furthermore, to avoid wave reflection a sponge layer is placed at the far207

end of a numerical wave flume. This is achieved by adding an additional208

term to the right-hand side of both the kinematic and dynamic boundary209

conditions to damp out the wave energy, and Eqs. (5) and (6) consequently210

become:211

δη

δt
=

U η · n
ny

− v (x) (η − ηs) (7)

∂φ

∂t
= −gη − 1

2
∇φ · ∇φ+

∂η

∂t

∂φ

∂y
− v (x)φ (8)

v (x) =

{
αω(x−x0

βλ
)2, x ≥ x0

0, x < x0
(9)

where x0 is the starting point of the sponge layer; α and β are the damping212

coefficients that control the strength and length of the sponge layer, respec-213

tively; ηs is the at-rest free surface elevation; λ is the wavelength; and ω is214

the wave frequency. The length of sponge layer is recommended to be of 1-2215

wavelengths (Ferrant, 1993; Bai and Eatock Taylor, 2006). At the other solid216

boundary surfaces of the computational domain, such as the side walls and217

the bottom, the impermeable condition is used. When the solid boundary is218

fixed, the boundary condition can be expressed as219

∂φ

∂n
= 0 (10)

Once the velocity potential is determined by solving the boundary value220

problem, the pressure field of the entire domain can be predicted by the221

Bernoulli equation:222

p = −ρ
(
∂φ

∂t
+

1

2
∇φ · ∇φ+ gy

)
(11)

where ρ is water density. The corresponding hydrodynamic force on an223

object can then be obtained by the integration of pressure over its wetted224
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surfaces.225

226

In present numerical wave flume, the waves are generated in the relaxation227

zone near the inlet boundary of the computational domain by the following228

equations:229

η = αRηcomputed + (1− αR) ηtarget (12)

φ = αRφcomputed + (1− αR)φtarget (13)

where the subscripts computed and target represent the corresponding230

values from the computational results and the target waves respectively.231

This wave generation mechanism can also absorb the reflected wave from232

the structure inside a NWT, so as to avoid the unwanted second reflection233

from the inlet boundary. The relaxation function αR is defined as (Bingham234

and Zhang, 2007; Jacobsen et al., 2012)235

αR (χR) = 1− exp (χ3.5
R )− 1

exp (1)− 1
(14)

where χR is the function that satisfies χR = 0 at the inlet and χR =236

1 at the end of a relaxation zone. It is suggested in Bingham and Zhang237

(2007) and Engsig-Karup (2007) that a relaxation zone of two wavelengths238

is able to sufficiently absorb the reflected wave. In this study, due to the239

use of a sponge layer at the far end of the wave tank, this relaxation zone240

is only located at the wave generation zone to generate waves and absorb241

possible reflected waves. From Eqs. (12) and (13), it can been seen that242

the values of wave elevation and velocity potential at the inlet boundary are243

determined by the corresponding values of the target waves and these will244

in turn drive the generation of waves in the computational domain. Due to245

this, the solid wall or zero-flux condition (Eq.(10)) is applied at both inlet246

and outlet boundaries when solving the Laplace equation (Eq. (1)247

3. Numerical implementation248

As indicated above, the present numerical wave flume is developed on249

the platform of the software package OpenFOAM and the existing func-250

tions/modules, e.g. the Laplacian solver in OpenFOAM, are fully utilised to251

avoid duplication of work. To solve the Laplace equation (Eq.1), it is first252
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②③

④

Figure 2: Interpolation and mesh update process on a mesh cell on free surface.

integrated over a computational cell of volume V and then converted into253

surface integration based on Gauss theorem, which in turn is discretised into254

the sum of the dot product from all cell face values:255 ∫
V

∇ · (∇φ) dV =

∮
S

∇φ · d~S =
nFace∑
i

(∇φ)f,i · ~Sf,i = 0 (15)

where ~Sf,i = Af,i~nf,i, Af,i and ~nf,i are the area and outward unit normal256

of cell face i respectively.257

258

In present numerical model, computational mesh needs to be updated259

every time step to account for the motion of free surfaces. This is done260

by stretching the mesh in the vertical direction using the semi-Lagrangian261

approach, as demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3. In OpenFOAM, the val-262

ues of variables, such as velocity potential, pressure, and velocity field, are263

stored at cell centres, while the mesh update is based on cell vertices. This264

difference indicates the requirement of additional interpolations from cell cen-265

tres to cell vertices in order to update the computational mesh according to266

the kinematic free surface boundary condition. The data interpolation and267

mesh update processes are shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the Laplace equation268

is solved numerically using the fvm :: laplacian solver in OpenFOAM, in269

which a non-orthogonal correction scheme is applied to minimise the dis-270
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Figure 3: Interpolation and mesh update process on a mesh cell on free surface.

cretisation errors caused by mesh distortion, and the corresponding results271

are stored at cell centres. Secondly, the data at face centres on free surface272

are extrapolated from adjacent cell centres, as indicated by the first step in273

Figure 2. Then the data at neighbouring face centres are adopted to obtain274

the data at cell vertices on free surface by the distance-weighted interpola-275

tion indicated as the second step in Figure 2. After obtaining point field data276

from neighbour face centres, the cell vertices on free surface move vertically277

on the basis of the kinematic free surface boundary condition (see the third278

step in Figure 2). Finally, a fourth step is needed to update the mesh of the279

fluid domain based on the updated positions of cell vertices on free surfaces280

from the third step.281

282
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The overall flow chart for the solution of the fully nonlinear potential flow283

model for water wave problems is shown in Figure 3. In additional to the284

mesh update process in Figure 2, the first-order Euler explicit time scheme is285

used to discretise the unsteady term in the free surface boundary conditions286

and update the wave elevation (Eqs. 5 and 7) and velocity potential (Eqs. 6287

and 8) on the free surface respectively. By introducing target wave param-288

eters into the relaxation zone (Eqs. 12-14) in the kinematic and dynamic289

boundary conditions, the Laplace equation is numerically solved using the290

new mesh updated by kinematic boundary condition from previous time step,291

together with solid boundary condition. After solving Laplace equation, ve-292

locity field (U ) is obtained for updating the mesh in next time step, together293

with pressure calculation based on Bernoulli equation (Eq. 11). During the294

simulation in the time domain, the time interval ∆t between each step is de-295

termined by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition where the CFL296

number is defined as u∆t/∆x, where u is the local typical velocity and ∆x297

is the local typical mesh size. In present study, the CFL number is chosen298

to be 0.3 for all the cases.299

300

One issue with the fully nonlinear potential flow model is the numerical in-301

stability, which has been reported and treated extensively in literature. This302

is due to the fact that any numerical error in the fully nonlinear potential303

flow model can be accumulated until it may build up the saw-tooth instabil-304

ity in many situations, as there is no energy dissipation under the potential305

flow assumption. As a general solution to deal with this numerical insta-306

bility, the 5-point low-pass filter is used to smooth the wave elevation and307

velocity potential at the free surface boundary (Bai and Eatock Taylor, 2006,308

2007; Shao and Faltinsen, 2014; Lin et al., 2019). Alternatively, the mesh309

regeneration and interpolation are another means to mitigate the numerical310

instability. In the present study, a new Fourth-Order Damping Correction311

(FODC) scheme is developed to work with the unstructured meshes at the312

free surface, which are introduced to better represent complex geometry of313

structures. In the FODC scheme, the new value can be calculated based on314

the computed value according to315

ϕnew = ϕcomputed − βFODCϕFODC (16)

where ϕ stands for either the free surface elevation η or the velocity poten-316

tial φ at the free surface; βFODC is a case dependent correction coefficient,317

11



typically ranging from 0.1 to 0.3, which takes the value of 0.2 in present318

study. ϕFODC is the four-order damping correction variable estimated in the319

following manner:320

ϕFODC =
n∑
i=1

(
ϕDi,SODC − ϕ

R

SODC

)
Wi (17)

ϕRSODC =
n∑
i=1

(
ϕDi, computed − ϕ

R

computed

)
Wi (18)

Wi =
Disti∑n
i=1Disti

(19)

where the superscripts R and D indicate the values of the receptor and321

the donor (see Figure 4 for details), respectively; i is the neighbouring donor322

index; n is the number of the neighbouring donors; ϕSODC is the second-323

order damping correction variable; Wi is the weight function in terms of the324

distance; Dist is the distance between the receptor and each donor. The325

second-order damping correction variable ϕSODC is calculated on the face326

vertices (Figure 4a) and face centres (Figure 4b) for η and φ, respectively,327

depending on different storage locations. The main concepts in Eq. 18 for η328

and φ are identical that ϕRSODC is estimated from the difference of computed329

ϕ between the donor and the receptor, weighted by their distance in Eq. 19.330

After that, Eq. 17 is applied to obtain ϕFODC from the weighted difference331

of ϕSODC between the donor and the receptor. The last step of the FODC332

scheme is to correct the computed value in the kinematic and dynamic free333

surface boundary conditions at the receptor according to Eq. 16 to obtain334

the final new value.335

4. Validations and applications336

In order to validate the proposed fully nonlinear numerical model, several337

representative test cases are selected here. In the first test case, the relaxation338

zone and a sponge layer for wave generation and absorption, respectively, are339

introduced in a 3-D numerical wave flume and the results are compared with340

the analytical solutions (Le Méhauté, 1976; Fenton, 1985), along with a mesh341

sensitivity study. In addition to wave propagation over a flat seabed, two342

more test cases involving wave propagation and transformation over a sub-343

merged bar are simulated and compared with experimental data and other344
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(a) Point fields (b) Face centre fields

Figure 4: Sketch of fourth-order damping correction. Red dot: Receptor; Green rectan-
gular: Neighbouring donor.

existing numerical results. Furthermore, the validations of the code with 3-D345

shoaling cases are performed to evaluate its applicability of proposed FNPF346

model for modelling 3-D wave propagation and transformation. Finally, the347

proposed fully nonlinear potential flow model is validated against the exper-348

imental data and the numerical results from a NS-VoF model for the test349

cases of regular waves interaction with a bottom-mounted circular cylinder.350

4.1. Wave generation and absorption351

In this test case, wave generation and propagation in a 3-D wave tank352

is simulated, in which the relaxation zone near the inlet and a sponge layer353

near the outlet as shown in Figure 5 are introduced in the FNPF model to354

generate and absorb progressive waves. The case R2 and case R3 in Ta-355

ble 1, which are a second-order Stokes wave and a fifth-order Stokes wave,356

respectively, are selected to show the performance of the developed numerical357

model. In section 4.4, wave conditions cases R1 and R2 described in Table 1358

will also be used for modelling wave-cylinder interactions. The lengths of359

the relaxation zone and sponge layer are set to one wavelength. The total360

length of the numerical wave tank is four times the wavelength in order to361

examine the capacity of wave absorption and reduce computational efforts.362

The mesh setup is also presented in Figure 5, where the mesh is refined in363

the vertical direction near free surface. To examine the mesh convergence of364

the solution, four different mesh setups are selected as listed in Table 2.365

366
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Figure 5: Snapshots of 3-D numerical wave flume. (a) Top view; (b) Side view.

Table 1: Wave parameters for wave generation in a 3-D wave flume

Case Wave amplitude: Wave height: Wave period: Water depth: Wave length:
ID A (m) H (m) T (s) d (m) λ (m)
R1 0.07 0.14 1.22 0.505 2.106
R2 0.06 0.12 1.63 0.505 3.164
R3 0.125 0.25 2 0.7 4.62

To measure the free surface elevation, two Wave Gauges (WGs) are lo-367

cated at x = 0.05m (WG1) and x = 6m (WG2), respectively. WG1 is used368

to measure the reproduction of analytical waves in the relaxation zone, while369

WG2 is adopted to measure the numerical waves in the working area. The370

simulation time is 40s, which is approximately 25 wave periods. In Figure 6,371

the numerical results at WG2 with four different mesh setups are shown and372

compared with analytical solution. It is evidently noticed that the wave am-373

plitude with Mesh setup M1 dissipates gradually along the wave tank due to374

its coarseness and the numerical error introduced by the second-order finite375

volume scheme. As the cell number Per Wave Length (PWL) increases from376

15 to 30, the simulated waves at WG2 become steady and closer to analytical377

solution. It can be seen that the difference in the numerical results between378

the mesh setups of M3 and M4 in the zoomed-in (Figure 6b-c) is negligible379

and they are all in good agreement with analytical solution. Therefore, based380
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Table 2: Meshes for sensitivity study

Mesh Mesh setup (x, y, z) Cells PWL Total mesh number
M1 60×10×10 15 6,000
M2 80×10×10 20 8,000
M3 100×10×10 25 10,000
M4 120×10×10 30 12,000
M5 1080×30×5 50 162,000

Note: PWL is Per Wave Length.

on the mesh sensitivity study it is recommended to have over 25 cells PWL381

to maintain the stability and accuracy of progressive waves in the proposed382

FNPF numerical wave tank.383

384

To show the capability of the current model to generate highly nonlinear385

waves, the fifth-order Stokes waves have been reproduced in the NWT using386

the proposed FNPF model. The size of a NWT for case R3 is 100m×0.7m×1m387

in x, y, and z directions, respectively, and the corresponding mesh setup M5388

is listed in Table 2. Due to the high nonlinearity of the fifth-order Stokes389

waves, the number of cells PWL is slightly more than the recommended value390

above. The numerical results of case R3 are shown in Figure 7, where x is the391

distance away from inlet boundary. Excellent agreements have been achieved392

compared to analytical solution of fifth-order Stokes waves based on Fenton393

(1985), even at WG4 which is 30m away from wave generation zone. This394

indicates that the present FNPF model is capable of accurately predicting395

propagation of highly nonlinear waves in a NWT.396

Table 3: Wave parameters for 2-D and 3-D shoaling

Case Wave amplitude: Wave height: Wave period: Water depth: Wave length:
ID A (m) H (m) T (s) d (m) λ (m)

2-D S1 0.01 0.02 2.02 0.4 3.737
2-D S2 0.018 0.036 1 0.4 1.4637
3-D S1 0.0195 0.039 1 0.4572 1.4957
3-D S2 0.0075 0.015 2 0.4572 3.9095
3-D S3 0.0106 0.0212 2 0.4572 3.9095
3-D S4 0.0068 0.0136 3 0.4572 6.1364
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Figure 6: Time histories of free surface elevation at WG1 (analytical solution) and WG2
with various mesh densities. (a) Overall time history of free surface elevation; (b) Time
history of free surface elevation within t/T = 20-22; (c) Time history of free surface
elevation within t/T = 20.8-21.1 and η/A= 0.7-1.2.

4.2. 2-D shoaling397

In this section, two more complex validation cases, i.e., a 2-D shoaling398

over a submerged slope with two different wave steepness, are performed to399

demonstrate the model’s ability to accurately predict the effects of bathymetry400

on wave propagation and transformation. The wave parameters for these two401

shoaling cases are listed in Table 3, where the case IDs start with 2-D. The ex-402

periments of these 2-D cases are described in Beji and Battjes (1993, 1994).403

The corresponding mesh setups are tabulated in Table 4 and the mesh is404

refined horizontally in the area around the slope where the wave shoaling405

phenomenon is significant.406

407

For the 2-D shoaling case, the sketch for laboratory setup is presented in408

Figure 8, and the time histories of wave elevation at different wave gauges409

obtained with mesh setup 2-D M1 are shown in Figure 9. The CPU time410

taken for the simulation is 1141s using 3 processors (CPU: Intel R© Xeon R©411

CPU-E5 2699 v4 @ 2.20 GHz). It can be seen from Figure 9(a) that the412

incoming waves agree well with the experimental data, even after 10 wave413

periods. This indicates the target waves are well reproduced, which are also414

well absorbed by the relaxation zone and the sponge layer at the two ends of415
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Figure 7: Time histories of free surface elevation at various WGs along the NWT. (a)
WG1: x = 0.5m; (b) WG2: x = 10m; (c) WG3: x = 20m; (d) WG4: x = 30m.

the wave tank. According to the results at WG2 (x = 12.5m) to WG9 (x =416

21.0m) Figure 9(b-h), decreasing water depth over the submerged slope leads417

to an increase of wave amplitude and stronger nonlinear effects, which can418

be observed from both the numerical and experimental results. The fairly419

good agreements between the numerical and experimental results clearly in-420

dicate the proposed FNPF model is able to accurately reproduce the 2-D421

wave shoaling process, including wave propagation and transformation, al-422

though a slight discrepancy between the numerical and experimental results423

can be observed at WGs 5-8 in Figure 9(e-h), presumably due to the coarse424

mesh used in the calculation.425

426

To further examine the applicability of the proposed FNPF model in cap-427

turing higher nonlinear effects, a higher steepness wave (2-D S2 in Table 3)428
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Table 4: Mesh for 2-D and 3-D shoaling

Case Mesh setup Cells Total mesh Mesh size Mesh size Mesh size
ID (x, y, z) PWL number in x direction in y direction in z direction

2-D M1 1213×25×1 Varied 30,325 7.7mm < ∆x 5mm < ∆y N/A
< 210mm <31mm

2-D M2 3000×20×1 Varied 60,000 4.4mm < ∆x 3mm < ∆y N/A
< 210mm <61mm

3-D 1500×30×50 Varied 2,250,000 22.5mm < ∆x 0.67mm < ∆y ∆z
<192mm <67.7mm = 121.92mm

Note: PWL is Per Wave Length.

1:20 1:10

6.0 m 6.0 m 2.0 m 3.0 m 13.0 m

0.3 m

0.4 m

x
y

Figure 8: Sketch of numerical wave tank for the 2-D shoaling test case (not to scale).

is adopted to investigate the shoaling process over the same submerged bar429

in Figure 8. The total CPU time taken for the simulation is 4958s using 3430

processors. This longer computational time may be attributed to the com-431

bined effects of larger velocities in the flow field and corresponding smaller432

time step under the same CFL number, and slightly increased cell numbers433

(2-D M2 in Table 4). It should be noted that the original input wave height434

for the 2-D S2 case was 0.041m as indicated in Beji and Battjes (1993), how-435

ever, the experimental measurement of WG1, located at x = 6.0m just before436

the submerged slope, showed the generated wave height is actually around437

0.036m. Therefore, this measured wave parameter (H = 0.036m) is adopted438

to reproduce the incident wave, instead of using the original wave height.439

440

In Figure 10(a), the time history of free surface elevation at WG1(x =441

6.0m) is compared with the experimental results, which demonstrates that442

the incident waves used in the wave tank test have been accurately repro-443
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Figure 9: Free surface elevation at various locations and comparison with experimental
data of case 2-D S1 with mesh setup 2-D M1.

duced by the numerical model. Furthermore, excellent agreements between444

numerical and experimental results are achieved at other positions as shown445

in Figure 10(b-d) when shoaling occurs and in Figure 10(e-f) when the wave is446

passing the rear slope. It can be concluded from the two validation cases that447

the proposed FNPF model is capable of accurately predicting wave propaga-448

tion and transformation, though computationally it is more expensive than449

the high-order discretisation methods (Engsig-Karup et al., 2009; Ducrozet450

et al., 2014; Engsig-Karup et al., 2016), primarily due to the higher number451

of cells required for each wavelength and MEL method used in present FNPF452

model.453
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Figure 10: Free surface elevation at various locations and comparison with experimental
data of case 2-D S2 with mesh setup 2-D M2

4.3. 3-D shoaling454

In additional to the 2-D shoaling, the proposed FNPF model is applied455

to simulate the well-known benchmark test case of 3-D shoaling (Whalin,456

1971) over a submerged semi-circular slope to demonstrate the capacity of457

the present fully nonlinear numerical model in predicting the nonlinear char-458

acteristics of 3-D wave propagation and transformation. In the 3-D shoaling459

experiment, the water depth is defined as follows: (1) the water depth at460

left flat bottom is 0.4572m with 0 ≤ x ≤ 10.67 − G(z), where G(z) =461 √
z (6.096− z); (2) the water depth at semi-circular slope is described as462

0.4572 + 1
25

(10.67−G (z)− x) at 10.67−G (z) < x < 18.29−G (z); (3) the463

water depth at right flat bottom is 0.1524m with 18.29 − G (z) ≤ x ≤ 35.0.464

Four different wave parameters are adopted, as listed in Table 3, while the465
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Figure 11: Harmonic components of numerical results and experimental measurements at
the streamwise central line of numerical wave tank. (a) Case 3-D S1; (b) Case 3-D S2; (c)
3-D S3; (d) 3-D S4.

mesh setups are tabulated in Table 4 with various horizontal stretching ratios466

depending on the wavelength and wave focusing zone.467

468

In Figure 11, the different harmonic components obtained by Fast Fourier469

Transform (FFT) along the streamwise central line of the domain are com-470

pared among the experimental measurements and the numerical results from471

the present FNPF model, Shao and Faltinsen (2014), and Engsig-Karup et al.472

(2009). Overall, the present numerical results agree well with the experimen-473

tal results and other numerical results up to the third harmonic component474

for all the four different cases. The snapshots of Case 3-D S3 in the form475
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Figure 12: Snapshots of wave shoaling over a semi-circular slope for Case 3-D S3 (Not in
scale in the y direction and exaggerated 20 times)

of free surface elevation are presented in Figure 12, which shows that the476

2-D waves generated in the relaxation zone first propagate towards the semi-477

circular slope (Figure 12a), then become locally steeper due to the presence478

of the semi-circular slope and eventually dissipated in the sponge layer zone479

(Figure 12b-d). From the above discussion, it is concluded that the 3-D and480

nonlinear wave effects of the flow problem can be accurately captured by the481

proposed FNPF model.482

483

In addition to validating the FNPF model, the OpenMPI has been im-484

plemented for running the code in parallel with its efficiency evaluated using485

case 3-D S4 shown in Table 3 and mesh setup 3-D in Table 4. The results486

showed that a speedup of 2.1 and 8.1 has been achieved from using 4 proces-487

sors and 24 processors respectively, compared to the serial computation. As488

the focus of the current work was to develop and properly validate the 3D489

FNPF free surface code, there is still scope for further improving its parallel490

efficiency and this will be done in the near future.491

4.4. Wave-cylinder interaction492

To investigate the capability and accuracy of the present model in predict-493

ing wave loading on structures, a further test case involving wave interaction494

with a surface piercing cylinder is performed (Zang et al., 2010), together495

with an examination on the performance of the applied unstructured mesh496

for the relatively complex geometry of the computational domain. The setup497

of the unstructured mesh for the simulation is shown in Figure 13, where498
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Figure 13: Mesh setup for wave-cylinder interaction.

nearly equal sized mesh cells are predominantly adopted in the computa-499

tional domain, with local mesh refinement in the vicinity of the circular500

cylinder in order to capture the fine details of the wave-structure interaction.501

The ranges of mesh cell dimensions are 0.0075m < ∆x < 0.05m, 0.006m502

< ∆y < 0.0345m, 0.0075m < ∆z < 0.05m, respectively, and the total num-503

ber of cells is around 1.4 million. The wave tank is 12.6m long, 4m wide, and504

0.505 deep, in which the cylinder diameter is 0.25m. The relaxation zone for505

wave generation is 1 wavelength long and the length of sponge layer is two506

wavelengths.507

508

Two sets of wave parameters in Chen et al. (2014) are adopted for vali-509

dation as listed in Table 1. The FFT analysis in Chen et al. (2014) indicated510

that these two waves are second-order stokes waves and higher harmonic511

components are introduced when the incident wave interacts with the circu-512

lar cylinder. These provide good validation test cases for the present FNPF513

model to examine its ability to model strongly nonlinear wave-wave and514

wave-structure interaction problems. In addition to the comparison with ex-515

perimental measurements, the numerical results from a NS-VoF model are516
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Figure 14: Free surface elevation at the front stagnation point of the cylinder. (a) Case
R1; (b) Case R2.

also presented and compared with the results from the FNPF model in Fig-517

ures 14 and 15 for the wave elevation and wave force, respectively. The518

fairly good agreements between the two numerical results and experimental519

data demonstrate that the present FNPF model has the capacity of cap-520

turing strongly nonlinear wave-cylinder interaction using the unstructured521

mesh setup, despite the small discrepancy of free surface elevation between522

the FNPF and NS-VoF models at wave troughs and wave crests as shown in523

Figure 14(a). This may be attributed to the existence of higher-order nonlin-524

ear components, which may appear in some local areas and be caused by the525

viscous effects. However, it can be observed from Figure 15 that the viscous526

effect plays an insignificant role in determining the inline force for these cases.527

528

To clearly illustrate the interactions between the waves and a circular529

cylinder using the present FNPF model, the snapshots of free surface eleva-530

tion of Case R1 within one wave period are shown in Figure 16, together with531

the mesh motions on cylinder surface. When the wave crest approaches the532

cylinder (Figure 16a-b), wave run-up takes place as indicated by the mesh533

movement on cylinder surface. After the passing of wave crest (Figure 16c),534

two wave fronts merge at the rear side of the cylinder, causing a large vertical535

motion of the surface mesh. Following this, the wave trough approaches the536

front stagnation point of the cylinder and a return flow from the rear side to537

the front side is evidently captured in Figure 16(d-e). Before the arrival of538
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Figure 15: Time series of inline forces on the cylinder. (a) Case R1; (b) Case R2.

next wave crest at the front stagnation point, the return flow merges into a539

small wave run-up in Figure 16(f). Based on the results, it can be concluded540

that the present FNPF model is able to accurately capture the detailed flow541

patterns of the wave-structure interaction problem where the viscous effect542

is shown to be insignificant.543

5. Conclusion544

In this paper, a new fully nonlinear potential flow based numerical wave545

model is developed using Finite Volume Method on the platform of Open-546

FOAM, which provides an effective alternative for modelling wave-wave and547

wave-structure interaction problems and for coupling with the finite volume548

based Navier-Stokes models in OpenFOAM in a consistent and efficient man-549

ner. The development of the numerical model conforms to the coding stan-550

dard of OpenFOAM and makes full use of the its existing functionalities. The551

numerical implementation of the present FNPF model is described in detail,552

which includes the variable interpolations between the cell centres and the553

cell faces/vertices for implementing the free surface boundary conditions, as554

well as the high-order smoothing technique for mitigating the issue of numer-555

ical instability. A variety of test cases have been simulated to validate the556

developed code and to demonstrate its robustness. Fairly good agreements557

between the present numerical results and the experimental measurements558

and other numerical results are obtained for all the test cases, which indicate559
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Figure 16: Snapshots of wave-cylinder interaction and mesh motions on cylinder surface
for Case R1 at various time instants.

that the developed FNPF numerical model is able to accurately simulate the560

problems of wave generation, propagation and its interaction with fixed struc-561

tures as long as no wave breaking occurs. One should be noted that, although562

the present FNPF model may be computationally more expensive than the563

existing high-order discretisation methods due to the requirements of finer564

mesh for spatial representation and MEL used to represent free surface, it565

is more flexible as far as the modelling of interaction between waves and566

floating structures with complex geometry is concerned. In the future, the567

model will be further optimised for better computational/parallel efficiency,568

extended to model the interactions between waves and floating structures,569

and coupled with the existing NS-VoF models in OpenFOAM to construct570

an efficient and robust numerical wave tank model.571
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